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THE POTENTIAL
Visibility and efficiency begins in the Levridge solution for ag retail.
Never wonder if you have enough product purchased vs. what has
been sold. Levridge allows you to keep an eye on your risk position,
organize the chaos and provide vision into the journey of every
seed planted.

WITH LEVRIDGE
MODERNIZE YOUR AG RETAIL OPERATIONS

THE PROGRESS
With Levridge you and your growers can track and gain a clear picture of
what’s happening in the field. Information is all logged in one solution
where it can be reconciled and reported.

THE MEASUREMENT
As growers deliver crops to your locations, the
importance of recording information and data reaches
a new gear. The Levridge scale measures your harvest
at industry-leading speed.

▪ Proposals, orders, bookings
& prepayments

▪ Application scheduling

▪ Quick & easy invoicing

▪ Real-time inventory

▪ Split payments

▪ Weigh and grade loads

▪ Integrated scale interface

▪ DPR/Risk management

▪ Grower commodity
settlements

▪ Deferred payments

▪ Scouting & application of
crop protection products

▪ Planning & invoicing

▪ Seed & tech agreements

▪ Return of unused inventory

▪ Forward contracting

▪ Bin management

▪ Sales contracts

▪ Tracking shipping
against contract

▪ Shipment

▪ Advance payments

▪ Tracking freight costs

▪ P & L statements &
balance sheets

▪ Payables & receivables

▪ Manufacturer rebate
calculations &
reconciliation

▪ Reporting

▪ Source and use
of funds

▪ Stock allocations

▪ Patronage
calculations

▪ Seed and fertilizer
contracted and recorded

▪ Procurement process

▪ Sales forecasting

▪ Purchase
agreements

▪ Inventory staging

▪ Prepayments

THE JOURNEY
Every inbound commodity is destined to go somewhere.
Whether it’s headed to a grain processor or a grain
terminal, by outbound rail or outbound trucks,
Levridge handles the intricacies of this process.
Wherever it is and wherever it’s going, all the vital
roles in your organization have access to the
entire journey.

THE RETURN
Whether you’re a co-op or private business,
Levridge includes world-class financial
functionality in the core solution. It’s everything
your CFO wants and more. Plus, if you’re a co-op,
no longer is it painful to track and integrate equity
and patronage into your operations.

THE PREPARATION
In agriculture, you’re always in a state of preparation
for what’s next. As you begin to plan with growers,
your team can reference historical information stored
in Levridge to assist in planning and providing
recommendations.


